
Offline   Learning   Activity   for   AP  
Language   and   Composition  
 

Days   16-20  
Topic:   Analyzing   Current   Events   with   a   focus   on   audience  
Standards:    1.A:   Identify   and   describe   components   of   the   rhetorical   situation:  
the   exigence,   audience,   writer,   purpose,   context,   and   message.   2.B:   Demonstrate  
an   understanding   of   an   audience’s   beliefs,   values,   or   needs.   3.A:   Identify   and  
explain   claims   and   evidence   within   an   argument.   4.A:   Develop   a   paragraph   that  
includes   a   claim   and   evidence   supporting   the   claim.  
Time:   30   minutes   each   day  

Overview  
This   learning   ac�vity   is   for   students   to   use   when   they   do   not   have   access   to   the  
course.   

Objec�ves  

A�er   comple�ng   this   ac�vity,   students   will   be   able   to   analyze   current   events  
focusing   on   strategies/choices   used   by   the   author   to   affect   the   audience.  

Assignment   Instruc�ons  

DAYS   16-20 -Up   to   20   points   a   day/   10   points   per   question  
 

You   will   choose   one   episode/article/any   nonfiction   to   read   and   analyze   EVERY   DAY  
for   AMI   Days   16-20!  

***You   will   be   able   to   use   “these”   as   evidence   for   your   Argument   Essay   on   the   AP  
Exam;   you   will   have   to   draw   from   stored   knowledge   on   that   essay,   so   stock   up!***  
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Current   Events:    Below   is   a   list   of   podcasts,   Netflix   shows,   and   ways   to   engage   with   the   news.  
Please   listen/watch/read    one    of   these   every   day.    After   each   current   event   each   day,   you   will  
answer   the   two   questions   below   in    7   to   10   sentences   per   question.  

Write   a   response   to   the   following   two   questions   with   the   TITLE   AND   EPISODE:  

1. (Q2-Rhetorical   Analysis   Aligned):   What   strategies/choices   (list   3)   does   the  
podcaster/writer/interviewer/speaker   show   use   to   impact   their   specific   audience?  
How   do   these   choices/strategies   convince   the   audience   (given   that   audience’s   beliefs,  
values,   and   needs)   to   do   what   the   author   wants   (purpose   -   the   goal)?  

2. (Q1-Synthesis   &   Q3-Argument   Aligned):   What   is   your   position   on   the   topic   of   this  
current   event?   To   what   extent   do   you   agree   or   disagree   with   what   happened?   Why?  
What   evidence   do   you   have   to   support   your   position   on   this   current   event?    What   is  
the   effect,   impact,   and   outcome   of   this   situation   on   a   wide   variety   of  
people/communities?   (how   does   this   affect   different   groups   of   people)  

 

Current   Events   -   You   can   do   this   on   your   phone,   tv,   tablet,   etc.   If   you   don’t   have   access   to   any   technology,   you   can   also  
listen   to   the   news   on   the   radio/tv   or   find   ANY   nonfiction   piece   in   your   home.  

 
If   none   of   these   options   please   you,    you   may   choose   your   own   as   long   as   it   relates   to    current   events    and   is    new   to   you.  

Podcasts  
- The   Daily,    The   New   York   Times    (any   episode;   comes   out   Mon-Fri)   
- Embedded,    NPR    (any   episode,   but   all   seasons   except   for   Season   5   are   focused   on   one   topic)   
- This   Land,    Crooked   Media   
- Slow   Burn,    Slate     (S1:   Nixon;   S2:   Clinton;   S3:   Biggie   and   Tupac)  
- Pod   Save   the   People  
- In   the   Dark,   Season   2   
- Serial,   Season   3  
- Planet   Money,    NPR    (any   episode)  
- Latino   USA,    NPR  
- This   American   Life   (any   episode)  

 
Netflix   Documentaries/Docuseries  

- Dirty   Money   (Season   1)   
- Adam   Ruins   Everything   (any   episode)  
- Our   Planet  
- Girls   Incarcerated  
- Drugs   Inc.   (pharmaceutical   drug   companies   and   corruption)  
- Rotten   (about   the   food   industry   and   how   food   is   rotten)  
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- The   Story   of   God   with   Morgan   Freeman  
- Fyre   Festival   (this   is   a   movie   about   how   Ja   Rule   put   together   a   festival   that   didn’t   work   haha;   it’s   a   true   story)  
- The   Trials   of   Gabriel   Fernandez   (not   going   to   lie,   this   one   is   hard   to   watch   because   it’s   devastating)  
- Pandemic   docuseries   (relevant…)  
- Unabomber:   In   His   Own   Words  
- Untold   History   of   the   United   States   
- American   History   from   Roosevelt   to   WWI,   WWII,   Bush/Obama,   Bush/Clinton,   Vietnam,   etc   (multiple   episodes)  

 
Miscellaneous,   but   Current   Events  

- Any   news   events,   especially   any   local   news   dealing   with   how   your   specific   community   is   impacted  
- Newspaper  
- Online   article  
- Local   News   Channel  

______________________________________________________________________________  

Suggested   formatting   for   Responses   (Days   16-20)  

*You   can   copy   this   format   onto   your   paper   for   each   day’s   use.*  

Name:   _________________________________      Date:   ____________________   

Current   Event:   (Title,    AND   Episode,   Article,   Newspaper,   etc.)  

__________________________________________________________________________________  

Question   1   Answer:   (7   to   10   sentences)   Up   to   10   points  

 

 

 

Question   2   Answer:   (7   to   10   sentences)   Up   to   10   points  

 

 

GRADING:    Up   to   20   points   TOTAL   Each   Day  


